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Freebie! 

•  Regular Past Tense Verbs 
•  5 activities in on one NO 

PREP page! 
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How To Use 
-  Print pages front to back. *PRINTING TIP*  When printing double sided, 

chose to print on the ‘short edge’. 

-  Have students read the directions and complete the activities on each 
page.  The activities are in an order that progresses in difficulty.   

-  When students are done, they can fold the paper in to a ‘trifold’ or 
‘brochure’ for safe keeping and review.  
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Visit my Teachers pay Teachers store to grab these great materials! 
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 Name:____________________		
	
Date:_____________________	

Choose a word from the list.  Write a 
sentence using the word’s regular past 
tense form, then draw a picture of your 
sentence.  

____________________	
	
____________________	
	
____________________	
	
____________________	

Word:_______________	

Look at the words below.  Use the 
regular past tense form of each 
word in a sentence.  After you say 
your sentence, fill in a circle.  You 
can make more than one sentence 
per word. 

hop           pull        shop      
  clean      talk      download    

walk           paint         skate 

*Regular past tense verbs 
are action words that when 

we talk about them in the 
past, have –ed at the end. 



Draw a line connecting the pictures 
from present  tense to their regular 
past tense form.  Color the 
connected  pictures the same color.  

Circle the word that is the regular 
past tense form of the bold word in 
each row. 

show see showed 

dress dressed wore 

need needed want 

toss threw tossed 

glue stick glued 

order eat ordered 

call called call 

bloom flower bloomed 

Read each sentence.  Then change 
the underlined word to the regular 
past tense form and read it again.  
Color the star by each sentence you 
have completed. 

Adam talk to his 
class about his 
science project. 

Tanner order two 
big glasses of milk. 

Alma slam her 
brother’s tablet.  

DeMario toss the 
ball to the second 
baseman. 
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